
Oscoda Area Schools 

Glossary of Safety Terms 

 

In an effort to help clarify events and terminology in the field of education, the district 
has put together a glossary of terms for parents and community members in the event 
of a low, medium or high level emergency. The following terms will be used depending 
on the severity of the situation: 
 

DELAYED PASSING (Low Level) 

Students may be delayed in a class period for a period of time depending on a given 
situation.  Instruction continues as normal. 
 All Buildings - Possible, depending on the severity of the situation. 

Restroom - Depending on the situation, restrooms may be closed or students 
escorted. 

 Recess - If the elementary is on delayed passing recesses will be cancelled.  
Lunches - Depending on the situation, classes may be escorted to and from the 
cafeteria 

Dismissal - Depending on the situation, classes may be escorted to the buses.  
Parent Pick Up: Not recommended 
 

Example: During flu season students may not make it to the bathroom to vomit and it 
must be cleaned up before students can be released to their next class.  Or, a student 
may be experiencing an epileptic seizure and ambulance personnel must have the 
ability to move freely through the hallways.   
 

SECURE MODE (Low/Medium Level) 

A more serious and deliberate approach to keep students and staff safe.  Students 
remain in their classrooms until the all clear is given by school administrators or law 
enforcement. Instruction continues unless otherwise directed by school administration 
or law enforcement. 
 

 All Buildings - Likely, depending on the severity of the situation.   
Restrooms - Closed/escorted, students may be escorted to and from the 
restroom in an emergency situation only.  
Recess - Cancelled until the all clear is lifted by school administrators or law 
enforcement. 
Lunches - Lunches may be cancelled or classes may be escorted to and from 
the cafeteria depending on the situation.   
Dismissal - Release of students will only occur with permission of school 
administrators or law enforcement.  
Parent Pick Up: Not recommended or directed by law enforcement   
 

Students and staff would be placed in secure mode during any emergency or low to 
mid-level credible threat to health, safety or welfare of students and school 
personnel.  Law enforcement is working with the district to assess a potential threat. 



 

 
LOCKDOWN (High Level) 

A deliberate attempt to keep students and staff safe.  This is a high level threat and 
extreme emergency situation.  Students and staff are encouraged to shelter in place, 
barricade the door or escape by any means necessary.  Law enforcement will enter and 
sweep the building and give direction.   
 

 All Buildings - Yes 

 Restrooms - Closed 

 Recess - No 

 Lunches - No 

 Dismissal - Authorized by law enforcement only 

Parent Pick Up: Directed by law enforcement.  Parents may be directed to an 
alternate location by law enforcement or district administration.  
 

This situation is a scenario where law enforcement is actively pursuing the process of 
eliminating a threat on our campus and will take control of the premises as expediently 
as possible. 
 

Michigan state law requires school districts to conduct 2 tornado drills, 3 emergency and 
4 fire drills on a yearly basis.  
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